Staff Specialist Global Logistics (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Munich (Germany)

Job ID:

347817

Are you passionate about logistics strategies, managing logistics networks and processes? Would you like to become part of an interdisciplinary team which
cooperates closely with all global logistics teams at all Infineon sites, with supply chain
experts and logistics service providers and support and foster the further development
of logistics strategies and –concepts? Then, don’t hesitate and apply now for this
interesting position as Staff Specialist Global Logistics (f/m/div)*! We look forward to
receiving your application!

Start date:

as soon as possible

In your new role you will:
Become part of an interdisciplinary team which cooperates closely with all global
logistics teams at all Infineon sites, with supply chain experts and logistics
service providers
Sustain or support key activities of global logistics governance like the global
Roadmap process or the central approach of communication

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

347817

www.infineon.com/jobs

Provide transparency for all productivity measures within the global LOG
community

Contact

Maintain and drive the further development of the global LOG KPIs while acting
as a central interface in terms of data consistency/-management and related
processes

Dagny Alexa Romeike
Talent Attraction Manager

Drive the program office for the strategic distribution network program
Support of the further development of logistics strategies and –concepts
including reviews of the logistics network design
Be responsible expert for adherence to our distribution network guidelines
Prepare, organize and moderate relevant panels and workshops for the LOG
Management team and the extended logistics community
Facilitate the central activities for LOG concerning supplier evaluations
Develop and facilitate specific training concepts fostering organizational learning
and knowledge exchange
Support relevant LOG process documentations and relevant specifications
Contribute to the generation and transformation of decided concepts step by
step into solutions following an appropriately developed roadmap
Participate in interdisciplinary projects in the area of supply chain and logistics

Profile
You are a model for what you expect from your colleagues and partners and identify
yourself with the values and ambitions of the company. You commit yourself to the
results of your own team and the company as a whole. You recognize and seize
potential for improving efficiency with dedication and determination.

potential for improving efficiency with dedication and determination.
You strive for continuous improvement and promote an awareness for quality in your
area of work. You are able to quickly establish a successful cooperation, and clarify
areas of responsibility, coordinate your work with colleagues, and regularly share your
insights with them.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in business administration, industrial engineering or similar – ideally
focused on logistics
At least 3 years professional experience in the area logistics operations and
Logistics Service Provider (LSP) management
The ability to structure new and complex situations while considering
dependencies and priorities in the Supply Chain and to convert them from
strategy into real execution and methods
Proven strong moderation and communication capabilities
Knowledge of internal dependencies and cross-organizational effects in the
logistics execution (effects out of realized logistics concepts and processes in
combination with close collaboration with LSPs)
Profound know how of logistics supplier management (especially in terms of
contracting, performance control-mechanisms, invoicing structures and data
exchange standards) and of legal requirements regarding global shipments
Good knowledge of relevant IT systems for a global logistics operation (esp. SAP,
but also B2B standards), SAP processes and respective data flows, data sources
and –management as well as a good understanding of Master Data bases.
Project management skills and experience in cross-functional, global teams
Excellent skills in English and German

Benefits
Munich: Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training
offers & planning of career development; International assignments; Different
career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual
Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Home office options; Part-time work
possible (also during parental leave); Sabbatical; On-site creche and
kindergarden with 120 spots, open until 6pm; Holiday child care; On-site social
counselling and works doctor; Health promotion programs; On-site gym, jogging
paths, beachvolleyball, tennis & soccer court; On-site canteen; Private insurance
offers; Wage payment in case of sick leave; Corporate pension benefits; Flexible
transition into retirement ; Performance bonus; Reduced price for public
transport and very own S-Bahn station; Access for wheelchairs

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
– You can find the headquarters of Infineon Technologies AG in Neubiberg –
In Campeon, besides working towards our goal of being one of the most sustainable
companies in the world, we are improving everyone's future by making the technology
of tomorrow.
At Infineon, we are also very focused on work-life balance, so here you will be a step
away from the center of Munich where you can surf in the Englischer Garten and drink a
fresh beer after work.
* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other

national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon

national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

